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PROGRESS REPORT REGARDING NRC CONCERNS WITH 

EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION SIMULATIONS FOR 

SAN ONOFRE, UNIT 1 

1. SUMMARY 

This report describes studies that have been performed in response 

to concerns expressed by the NRC staff and their consultants to TERA/ 

DELTA's model evaluating ground motions at the San Onofre site in the 

event of a major offshore earthquake. Two issues are discussed: 

Mathematical procedures for convolving a slip function with a mesh of 

Green's functions along the surface of simulated rupture (Task 1 of Phase I 

entitled "Mesh Size"); and Behavior of response spectra as discussed in 
[1] 

Appendix A of TERA/DELTA's report[. Both studies described are now 

complete, and the results from these studies are considered sufficient 

for resolving the associated NRC concerns.  

Work is now progressing towards resolving the remaining issues 

pertaining to slip function and model parameters.
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2. MESH SIZE 

2.1 Mesh Size - Introduction 

Synthetic earthquake ground motions are modeled using digital 

computers. A mathematical characterization of fault slip is convolved, 

spatially and temporally, with the Green's function of a somewhat 

idealized representation of the earth to produce synthetic records of 

ground motions. The response of the earth to fault slippage, as portrayed 

by the Green's functions, is calculated at several hundred positions along 

that portion of the fault surface that is to undergo rupture. Because of 

computing limitations, these Green's functions are typically spaced at one

km intervals over the surface of incipient rupture. The issue regarding 

mesh spacing is: To what degree are the computed ground motions influenced 

by the spacing of the Green's functions along the fault surface? 

The objective in resolving this issue has been to determine whether 

or not calculated ground motions (response spectra) are significantly 

influenced by the mesh spacing along the fault surface. The ideal demon

stration would be to simply perform a comparative calculation using a 

mesh spacing of 100 m. However, this direct approach is computationally 

intractible. For this reason, comparative calculations are performed 

using mesh spacings of 1, 1/2, and 1/4 km along restricted portions of 

the entire rupture surface, namely: 

(a) A 1-km-square surface of rupture centered at a depth 

of 1.94 km.  

(b) An approximately 10-km-long horizontal band of rupture 

with a width of 0.2 km and centered at a depth of 

1.5 km.  

(c) An approximately 13-km-long vertical band rupture with 

a width of 0.25 km which extends to within 0.32 km of 

the earth's surface.  
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Response spectra are computed for focussed and defocussed receivers at 

epicentral distances from approximately 1 km to 20 km for the three 

fault configurations described above. Results using the three mesh 

spacings (1, 1/2, and 1/4 km) are compared for the geometric configura

tions just described.  

This calculational sequence is considered sufficient to reveal 

how sensitive ground motions are to mesh spacing. Results from these 

calculations, which are summarized below, indicate that computed response 

spectra are not significantly influenced by mesh spacing.  

2.2 Mesh Size - Formulation 

Figure 1 presents the mathematical principle for convolving fault 

slip, s(y, t), with the Green's function of earth, g(x, t; y, -), to obtain 

the synthetic ground motion record, u(x, t), where (y, T) denote receiver 

coordinates. Figure 2 presents the basic simplifications that are adopted 

to facilitate use of a discrete mesh of Green's functions. These simpli

fications include first a mathematical statement that fault slip is 

spatially invariant. This approximation is presented to facilitate the 

current discussion; the validity of the mesh treatment, established in 

this manner, does not limit the model to spatially invariant slip.  

The second simplification presented in Figure 2 pertains to how 

Green's functions are interpolated between mesh points along the fault 

surface. Basically, the Green's function at each point on the fault sur

face is approximated by the Green's function of the nearest mesh point, 

shifted in time to reflect the travel time delay of the direct shear 

wave from the source to the receiver. The amplitude of the neighboring 

Green's function is also scaled to reflect change in amplitude with change 

in distance. The time shift is of considerably greater consequence than 

the amplitude scaling which is only significant for distances less than 

about 5 to 10 km.
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Receiver Coordinates 

(xl, x2, 0, t) 
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(yI, 0, y2 ' T) 

x
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Ground ( Slip * Green's 
Motion) \Function/* Function) 

u(x, t) = fdsy) dr s(y, T) g(x, t; y, T) 

A T=0 

Figure 1. Ground motion equation.  
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1. SPATIALLY INVARIANT SLIP 

s(y, T) = s(T) * 6(T - TR 

where TR y - n/VR is the time of rupture initiation.  

2. LOCALLY SIMILAR GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 

g(x, t; y, T) % g(x, t; y ) * - n 

where ATn -, (r - r n)/s is the travel time delay 

3. LOCAL INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION 

dS()(- TR n) r 
A 

n T3 I 2 T3 T4 

where Ti = R n)i is the time delay due to both rupture 

and travel time at the ith corner of the rupture segment.  

Figure 2. Simplifications to be incorporated into the 
ground motion equation.  
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The third simplification presented in Figure 2, which involves a 

spatial integral over one area of mesh, has been eliminated in recent 

calculations, i.e., essentially exact integrals are now being used. In 

work prior to July 1978, the integral of delay times over each mesh area 

was approximated by a trapezoidal shaped time function which portrays the 

rupture front passing through the mesh area as described in TERA/DELTA's 

report on modeling earthquake ground motions. Approximations arise in 

the use of the trapezoidal filter for fault zones in which the radius of 

curvature of the rupture front approaches the mesh spacing.  

Simplifications one and two, presented in Figure 2, are used in 

Figure 3 to reduce the general ground motion equation to the current com

putational scheme for treating a discrete mesh of Green's functions. The 

summation on n notes summing the contributions of rupture over individual 

mesh areas, typically spaced at one km. Thus, the modified ground motion 

equation involves three terms which are convolved in time and summed over 

the surface of rupture. The three terms consist of the slip function, 

the Green's function, and a filter which characterizes the spatially dis

tributed nature of the rupture process over each mesh area.  

2.3 Mesh Size - Results 

Calculated ground motions (response spectra) are compared for the 

three fault configurations described in Section 2.1 using mesh spacings 

of 1, 1/2, and 1/4 km. The comparative calculations are displayed in 

Figures 4 through 13 for unsmoothed response spectra and in Figures 14 

through 23 for the corresponding smoothed response Spectra. In all 

the response spectral calculations, two percent damping is used.  

The particular fault/receiver geometry as well as the rupture 

orientation is shown graphically above each comparative study. The 

rupture and receiver coordinates are consistent with the definition of 

Figure 1. For example, in Figure 4, the hypocenter is located at a 

depth of 2.44 km/ the rupture is focussed toward the receiver at an 

epicentral distance of 2 km from the hypocenter with the receiver located 
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u(x, t) = dS(y) dT s(y, T) g(x, t; y, T) 

~Zf~fdS(y) s(z) * ( - LR) * g'x t n' )* -tn() 

A 
n 

g(x, t; , ) *d(y) 6 R 

n A n r p 

I I I I 
1  T2 34 

Figure 3. Reduction of the general ground motion equation 
to obtain DELTA's computational scheme.  
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a surface distance of 1 km from the nearest point on the 1-km-square 

rupture surface. The geological structure used in all the comparative 

studies corresponds to the earth model representative of the San Onofre 

Site in TERA/DELTA's report.[1] 

The calculated response spectrum for the 1-km-mesh-spacing is 

depicted by the solid line in each comparative study while the results for 

the refined mesh spacings are demarcated as shown. The pseudo velocity 

response spectral values in each comparative study are scaled by the 

number appearing in the label of the vertical axis. This scaling factor 

corresponds to the maximum spectral value from the unsmoothed 1-km-spacing 

curve divided by 100.0.  

The comparative studies for the 1-km-square surface of rupture 

centered at a depth of 1.94 km are presented in Figures 4 through 6 

for the unsmoothed response spectra. In Figures 4 and 5, the rupture 

is focussed and defocussed, respectively, at a close-in receiver; while 

in Figure 6, the rupture is focussed at a more distant receiver. The re

sults exhibit no monotonic trend as the period approaches zero and have 

previously received approval toward resolving the NRC concerns on the mesh 

treatment issue. Similar results for vertical and horizontal lines of 

rupture were deemed necessary by the NRC staff and their consultants for 

completing the mesh treatment resolution.  

The comparative studies for a 10-km-long horizontal band of rupture 

with a width of 0.2 km and centered at a depth of 1.5 km are presented in 

Figures 7 through 9 for the unsmoothed response spectra. In Figure 7, 

the rupture is focussed at a close-in receiver; in Figure 8, the rupture 

is defocussed away from an intermediate receiver; and in Figure 9, the 

rupture is focussed at a far-away receiver. The agreement between the 

spectral values for the different mesh spacings is as good as the compari

sons in Figures 4 through 6, leaving only the vertical line of rupture 

to be discussed.  

The comparative studies for a 13-km-long vertical band of rupture 

having a width of 0.25 km and extending to within 0.32 km of the earth's 

surface are presented in Figures 10 through 13 for the unsmoothed response 
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spectra. In Figures 10 and 11, the rupture is focussed and defocussed, 

at a close-in receiver; while in Figures 12 and 13, the receiver is far 

away. Again, no trend is prevalent as a function of mesh spacing.  

The unsmoothed response spectra presented in Figures 4 through 13 

complete the calculation sequence and are considered sufficient to 

illustrate that no adverse sensitivity exists to mesh spacing when syn

thesizing earthquake ground motions. The corresponding smoothed response 

spectra (refer to Appendix A of TERA/DELTA's report for definition of 

smoothing) are presented in Figures 14 through 23 and further substantiate 

that DELTA's computed ground motions are not significantly influenced by the 

mesh spacing.  
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Figure 4. Close in mesh .size study (focussed).  
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Figure 5. Close in mesh size study (defocussed).  
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Figure 6. Far away mesh size study (focussed).  
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Figure 7. Close in horizontal line source study (focussed).  
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Figure 8. Intermediate horizontal source study (defocussed).  
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Figure 9. Far away horizontal line source study (focussed).  
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Figure 10. Close in vertical line source study (focussed).  
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Figure 11. Close in vertical line study (defocussed).  
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Figure 12. Far away vertical line source study (focussed).  
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Figure 13. Far away vertical line source study (defocussed).  
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Figure 14. Close in mesh size study (focussed).  
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Figure 15. Close in mesh size study (defocussed).  
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Figure 16. Far away mesh size study (focussed).  
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Figure 17. Close in horizontal line source study (focussed).  
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Figure 18. Intermediate horizontal source study (defocussed).  
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Figure 19. Far away horizontal line source study (focussed).  
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Figure 20. Close in vertical line source study (focussed).  
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Figure 21. Close in vertical line study (defocussed).  
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Figure 22. Far away vertical line source study (focussed).  
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Figure 23. Far away vertical line source study (defocussed).  
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3. BEHAVIOR OF RESPONSE SPECTRUM 

3.1 Introduction 

Questions have been raised about the results presented in 

Figures A-1 and A-2 of Appendix A of Reference 1. The correctness of 

Figures A-1 and A-2 have been questioned by NRC consultants and answered 

in private discussions. The analysis that illustrates the correctness 

of these figures is presented below.  

3.2 Analysis 

The response spectrum is defined to be maximum response experienced 

by a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator when subjected to a specified 

base motion. The resonant frequency (or period) of the oscillator corres

ponds to the spectral frequency (or period). Thus, the displacement 

response spectrum, d(w), is the maximum value obtained by 

u(t, W) = - sin w 1 (t - T) dr 

where denotes base acceleration and w and X are the resonant 

frequency and damping coefficient of the oscillator, respectively. 2] For 

the special case of zero damping (x = 0), the response equation 

becomes 

t 

u(t, T) = sin (t - T) d T 

0 

where T = 27/w.  

Figure A-1 is produced for an acceleration pulse which is a boxcar 

of width W and height = 4/W, i.e., 

30L 
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0, for t < 0 

x(t) = 4/W , for 0 < t < W 

0 , for t > W 

Substituting this prescription for base acceleration into the undamped 

response equation yields 

2irt 2-cos ,for 0 < t < W 

u(t, T) = 

Icos , (t W) - cos 27t, for t > W 

Hence, the displacement response spectrum, which is the maximum value of 

u(t, T) over all t > 0, becomes 

d(T)2 8 1 , or 2W > T 

d(T) = ) W , 

sin 7-, for 2W > T 

The pseudo velocity response spectrum is simply the product of the 

displacement response spectrum and the angular frequency of the oscillator, 

i.e., 

v(T) = ) d(T) 

1 for 2W > T 
T 8 

W (sin ^ for 2W < T 
T 

as plotted in Figure A-1.  

A similar derivation confirms the correctness of Figure A-2.  
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